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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 1716/2012 by Maria Iancu (Romanian) on her employment contract 
in Italy and alleged discrimination against Romanian nationals

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner, who was offered a part-time job in Italy in 2003, objects to the insecurity of 
her working conditions, indicating that she was required to carry extremely heavy weights, 
thereby infringing labour legislation. She maintains that she did not receive her full 
remuneration and that her contract was terminated without justification. Having initiated legal 
proceedings, she objects to the excessive length of time taken and alleged discrimination 
against her, indicating that on several occasions officials have made disparaging comments 
about her nationality.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 10 July 2013. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
216(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 28 February 2015

Aspects related to free movement of workers

EU law on free movement of workers (Article 45 TFEU and Regulation (EU) 492/2011 on 
freedom of movement for workers within the Union) obliges the Member States to treat EU 
migrant workers in the same way as their own nationals in relation to access to jobs and 
working conditions, including dismissal.
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Despite the existence of a transitional period for Romanian workers at the relevant time, once 
a Romanian citizen was admitted to the labour market of a Member State and was legally 
employed in this country, he or she was entitled to benefit from all the rights under Union law 
on free movement of workers, including the principle of equal treatment with nationals in 
relation to employment and working conditions, including dismissal. 

Both Article 45 TFEU and Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 on freedom of movement for 
workers within the EU are directly applicable in the Member States. Every worker can 
therefore rely on them before national authorities and courts which are best placed to verify 
and establish all pertinent facts and enforce the applicable law. 

The European Commission cannot initiate a direct action against a private employer. The 
Commission can only intervene if national rules violate Union law or if a public authority is 
involved in a breach of Union law. The information provided by the petitioner does not 
indicate that in relation to dismissal Italian law treats other EU nationals differently from 
Italian nationals. Should the petitioner feel discriminated against in her individual situation as 
migrant worker in Italy, she should raise such a claim before the national court. 

In order to ensure a better application at national level of EU citizens' right to work in another 
Member State, the Commission proposed a Directive of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on measures facilitating the exercise of rights conferred on workers in the context of 
freedom of movement of workers. Directive 2014/54/EU, adopted on 16 April 2014, aims to 
remove existing obstacles to the free movement of workers, such as the lack of awareness of 
EU rules among public and private employers and the difficulties faced by mobile citizens to 
get information and assistance in the host Member States.1 Member States have two years to 
transpose the Directive into their legal systems.

Aspects related to part-time work

At EU level, certain elements of part-time work are regulated by Directive 97/81/EC. The 
purpose of the Directive is to put into effect the Framework Agreement that was concluded on 
6 June 1997 between the general cross-industry organizations. The Framework Agreement 
sets out the general principles and minimum requirements relating to part-time work, 
establishing a general framework for the removal of discrimination against part-time workers 
and to improve the quality of part-time work and to facilitate the development of part-time 
work on a voluntary basis. The information provided by the petitioner does not suggest that 
there is an infringement of the provisions of the Directive. 

Aspects related to the petitioner's claim concerning health and safety at work (heavy loads)

The petitioner, whose work consisted in the transportation of merchandises, indicates that she 
was working in extremely precarious conditions, in breach of the legislation in the area of 
workers' protection. She claims in particular that due to the lifting and transportation of heavy 
loads at the workplace (approximately 800-1000 kg/8 hours) her spine is irreversibly injured, 
a fact that is attested by occupational physicians. 

In the field of safety and health of workers at work at the EU-level, Directive 89/391/EEC on 
the introduction of measures to encourage improvements in the safety and health of workers 

                                               
1 OJ. L 128, 30.04.2014, p. 8.
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at work1 (hereinafter, 'Directive 89/391/EEC') is the main piece of legislation. It lays down the 
general principles on prevention and protection of health and safety of workers at work. This 
Directive has been supplemented by a number of individual directives, within the meaning of 
its Article 16 (1), in various fields related to safety and health of workers at work. 

In particular, Council Directive 90/269/EEC of 29 May 1990 lays down minim requirements 
for the manual handling of loads where there is a risk particularly of back injury to workers2. 
For the purposes of that Directive "manual handling of loads" means "any transporting or 
supporting of a load, by one or more workers, including lifting, putting down, pushing, 
pulling, carrying or moving of a load, which, by reason of its characteristics or of 
unfavourable ergonomic conditions, involves a risk particularly of back injury to workers". 
That expression is further clarified in Annex I to the Directive. Directive 90/269/EEC requires 
the employer to take appropriate organizational measures and use appropriate means, in 
particular mechanical equipment, in order to avoid the need for the manual handling of loads 
by workers. When the need for the manual handling of loads by workers cannot be avoided, 
the employer has the obligation to make such handling as safe and healthy as possible by 
taking the appropriate organizational measures, using the appropriate means or providing 
workers with such means in order to reduce the risk involved in the manual handling of such 
loads, having regard to Annex I to the Directive. 

The Member States are to transpose the Directive into national law and it is therefore the 
national legislation that applies to the concrete situations; thereafter, it is the responsibility of 
the relevant national authorities (normally the labour inspectorates) to enforce the national 
provisions transposing the EU health and safety at work legislation. Directive 90/269/EEC 
has been transposed in Italian law. 

It is, therefore, for the national Italian enforcement authorities to investigate any cases of 
failure to respect workers' rights and, where necessary, to apply the relevant penalties. The 
petitioner may thus consider bringing the issue before the relevant branch of the Labour 
Inspection by contacting the regional labour directorate (Direzione Regionale del Lavoro) or 
the provincial labour directorate (Direzione Provinciale del Lavoro)3, as well as requesting for 
an examination of her individual case before INAIL (Istituto nazionale per l’Assicurazione 
contro gli Infortuni sul Lavoro – Italian Workers’ compensation Authority)4. The petitioner 
may also seek compensation at Italian courts for injuries in the workplace that result from the 
failure of the employer to respect its legal obligations under the national measures 
implementing Directive 90/269/EEC. For any complaint concerning instances of 
maladministration in the activities of the national administration the petitioner may contact 
the network of regional Ombudsmen5.

Aspects related to the length of court proceedings

Predictable, timely and enforceable justice decisions are important structural components of 
an attractive business and employment environment and are crucial elements for ensuring the 
effectiveness of EU law, given the essential role played by national court in enforcing EU 

                                               
1 OJ L 183, 29.06.1989, p.1.
2 OJ L 156, 21.6.1990, p. 9.
3 http://www.lavoro.gov.it/AreaLavoro/vigilanza/Pages/default.aspx.
4 http://www.inail.it/internet_web/appmanager/internet/home.
5 http://www.difensorecivicotoscana.it/.
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legislation. Therefore, shortcomings in the national justice systems are not only a problem for 
a particular Member State, but can affect the functioning of the Single Market, and of the EU 
legal system as a whole. 

The aspect of length of court proceedings is an indicator for the efficiency of a justice system, 
and constitutes an essential aspect of the right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial, a 
fundamental right enshrined in the constitutional traditions common to all Member States and 
reaffirmed by Article 47 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. 

In the absence of Union rules governing the matter, it is for the domestic legal system of each 
Member State to lay down the rules governing actions for safeguarding rights which 
individuals may derive from Union law. However, it is clear from the case-law of the Court of 
Justice of the EU that, when affording judicial protection for safeguarding rights which 
individuals derive from European Union law national courts must comply with Article 47 of 
the Charter, and in accordance with the EU general principles of equivalence and 
effectiveness.1 This also implies the respect of the right to have one’s case adjudicated within 
a reasonable time.2

At EU level, the effectiveness of national justice systems is addressed through a number of 
policy processes. The improvement of the quality, independence and efficiency of judicial 
systems is a priority for the European Semester, the EU annual cycle of economic policy 
coordination. As all other EU Member States, Italy is part of the 2014 European Semester. 

In addition, the European Commission developed the EU Justice Scoreboard3 which is an 
information tool aiming to assist the EU and Member States to achieve more effective justice 
by providing objective, reliable and comparable data. The Scoreboard also contains data on 
the length of certain court proceedings. Member States are in charge of the administration of 
their justice system and they can use these data for possible reforms. 

In 2012, 2013 and 2014 the Council4 endorsed a Country Specific Recommendation (CSR) to 
Italy, on the proposal of the Commission. The 2014 CSR (#3) calls on Italy to "(…) Monitor 
in a timely manner the impact of the reforms adopted to increase the efficiency of civil justice 
with a view to securing their effectiveness and adopting complementary action if needed". 

Conclusion

The petition does not indicate an infringement of Union law by Italy. It is for the Italian 
authorities, including national courts, to enforce the applicable legislation. 

                                               
1 See judgement of 27 June 2013 in Case C-93/12 Agrokonsulting-04, paragraph 35, and the case-law cited. 
2 See judgement in Case C-93/12 Agrokonsulting-04, cited above, paragraph 55.
3 Communication from the Commission, The 2014 EU Justice Scoreboard, COM(2014) 155 final.
4 See: Council Recommendation (2012/C 219/14), of 10 July 2012, on the National Reform Programme 2012 of 
Italy and delivering a Council opinion on the Stability Programme of Italy, 2012-2015; Council 
Recommendation (2013/C 217/11), of 9 July 2013, on the National Reform Programme 2013 of Italy and 
delivering a Council opinion on the Stability Programme of Italy, 2012-2017.


